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Abstract
The subject of the 2005 Nobel Prize, the optical frequency comb, is driving a revolution in spectroscopy, optical frequency synthesis and optical frequency measurement. What was once very difficult has now become routine. We are using frequency combs to simultaneously obtain high-resolution spectral and temporal information in a single measurement. This is highly useful in providing a deep understanding of complex phenomena where such complete information can be indispensable. I will provide a few examples in which we have used a mode-locked laser comb to deliver measurements of molecular and atomic gases to obtain quantitative measurements of composition, or use it an accurate sensor of some other property of interest (temperature, magnetic field). We have also built combs based on electro-optical modulation of continuous-wave lasers and used heterodyne detection to measure the complex transmittance in atomic gases that are evolving in time. This allows us to see the complex dynamics of saturation spectroscopy and precession in magnetic fields of Rb gas.
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